BASKLOOF PRIVATE NATURE RESERVE
A conservation property. Cape Town, South Africa

Even by Cape Town standards, Baskloof
is truly exceptional. At 208.3 hectares,
the largest erf, Farm 789 extends 3 km
parallel to the coast and nearly 1 km in
width. One of only three extensive,
privately owned properties on the Cape
Peninsula1, Farm 789 is almost entirely
wild fynbos habitat, surrounded by
National Park, with expansive views
over the Atlantic Ocean and the scenic
Cape Point section of the Park to the
south‐west.
The current owners, Ivan and Danielle
Harris, are now looking for a buyer or
investment partner for Farm 789 to
1. EXTENT OF FARM 789 OF BASKLOOF NATURE RESERVE SHOWN ON OBLIQUE AERIAL VIEW OF THE CAPE PENINSULA.

continue their legacy of conservation,
and to fund the long term security of
the adjacent properties of Baskloof
Private Nature Reserve2.

1

The other two are the 202.6 ha. Farm 1047 and 432 ha. Farm 1028 on the east side of the Peninsula, south of Simonstown. Information from land parcel data and current
extent of state land, including Table Mountain National Park.
2
Baskloof Private Nature Reserve comprises Farm 789 as shown, plus the adjacent 72.2 ha. Erf 76 of Misty Cliffs, and the 21.45 ha. Farm 983/4, both due west of Farm 789.

LOCATION (34°11'53.28"S 18°23'6.69"E)
Baskloof is on the west of the Cape

By road from Baskloof to:
Cape Point gate (TMNP)
Simonstown / penguins
Chapmans Peak Drive
Cape Town city centre
Stellenbosch winelands

Peninsula, just inland of the quiet

10km
11km
16km
48km
64km

coastal village of Scarborough, less
than one kilometre from the ocean.
Despite the wild surrounds and
expansive vistas, it is within easy
driving

distance

of

all

the

attractions Cape Town has to offer.
The property entrance is on the
M65 road, providing easy access
along the coast toward Kommetjie
and Noordhoek, or straight over
Red Hill to Simonstown in the
opposite direction. This scenic and
tarred route is a quiet road used by
locals, with tour buses to Cape
Point routing via the M4 on the
False Bay coast.
2. LOCATION OF FARM 789 OF BASKLOOF PRIVATE NATURE RESERVE

ON THE CAPE PENINSULA, CAPE TOWN, SOUTH AFRICA

This image: Scarborough Beach immediately below
Baskloof. L to R below: Penguins at Boulder’s Beach,
Simonstown; Kalk Bay Harbour; hiking at Cape Point;
Table Mountain from the V&A Waterfront; wine tasting
and restaurants of Cape Town and the Winelands.

SPECTACULAR VIEWS AND WILD SENSE OF PLACE

3. VIEW TO EAST OF RED HILL, KLAASJAAGERSBERG, & CAPE POINT SECTION OF TMNP. SEE POSITION OF VIEWER AND VIEW DIRECTION (ORANGE ARROW) IN IMAGE BELOW RIGHT

The property boundary encloses a NW‐SE oriented ridge, with the western slope
overlooking the Atlantic Ocean. This provides scope for full sea views to the south
and west, mountainous valley views to the north, and the scenic Klaasjagersberg
and flats of the Cape Point section of Table Mountain National Park to the east.
At the most accessible eastern side of the property, a short walk upslope above
the entrance overlooks the prominent Klaasjagersberg and the lowland flats of
the Cape Point section of Table Mountain National Park.

4. A 180 DEGREE PANORAMIC IMAGE SHOWING THE EXPANSIVE VIEWS FROM KLAASJAGERSBERG IN THE EAST, ACROSS THE CAPE POINT SECTION OF TMNP DUE SOUTH, AND THE OCEAN TO THE WEST. IMAGE
IS TAKEN FROM THE POSITION SHOWN IN THE SMALL IMAGE BELOW LEFT. NOTE THE FOREGROUND VEGETATION VERY RECENTLY BURNT IN A BUSH FIRE, A NATURAL ECOLOGICAL EVENT IN FYNBOS, WHICH SHOULD
OCCUR ON AN APPROXIMATELY 10 TO 30 YEAR CYCLE. RECOVERY IS SWIFT, WITH A FLUSH OF FLOWERING PLANTS AND BULBS RETURNING WITHIN THE FIRST YEAR.

Baskloof’s upper slopes and ridge have extensive level or gently
sloping plateaus easily reached on foot. In most areas, topography
screens all human development from view and blocks any sound but
nature. The fynbos‐clad slopes frame expansive wild views over
ocean, hills, rolling lowlands and distant mountains. With its elevated
position, National Park surroundings and the neighbouring village with
no further scope for residential expansion, there is no risk of future
development spoiling these views and impression of wilderness.

The exceptional context and sense of place of the property is illustrated by the following three diagrams showing extent of ocean views, context within
formally declared Table Mountain National Park areas, and the limited extent of non‐wild footprints visible from Baskloof.

5. EXTENT OF SEA VIEWS FROM BASKLOOF AND SURROUNDS. ALL LOCATIONS SHADED BLUE HAVE SEA VIEWS. PALER SHADES OF BLUE INDICATE THAT SEA VIEWS ARE PARTLY
SCREENED BY TOPOGRAPHY AS IN THE PANORAMIC PHOTOGRAPH FIGURE 2 ABOVE. DARKEST BLUE INDICATES UNOBSTRUCTED VIEWS OF THE SEA AS WOULD BE EXPECTED FROM
THE LARGE AREA OF WEST AND SOUTH‐WEST FACING SLOPE OF BASKLOOF. INDICATIVE VIEWSHEDS MODELLED IN GIS USING THE USGS SRTM DIGITAL ELEVATION MODEL.

6. TABLE MOUNTAIN NATIONAL PARK EXTENT. BASKLOOF IS ALMOST ENTIRELY SURROUNDED BY THE PARK, WITH UNINTERRUPTED VIEWS OVER NATURAL MOUNTAIN, LOWLAND AND
COASTLINE. NATIONAL PARK EXTENT FROM CITY OF CAPE TOWN BIODIVERSITY NETWORK JUNE 2015 DATA SET.

7. THE LIMITED AREAS OF NON‐WILD FOOTPRINTS POTENTIALLY VISIBLE FROM PARTS OF BASKLOOF ARE SHOWN IN ORANGE. NOTE THAT THESE AREAS ARE MOSTLY VEGETATED SITES
THAT WOULD APPEAR NATURAL TO MOST VIEWERS. BUILDINGS ARE INDICATED AS SMALL BLACK SQUARES. DESPITE THE EASY ACCESS AND CONVENIENT LOCATION, MUCH OF BASKLOOF
PROVIDES A SENSE OF TRUE WILDERNESS.

CONSERVATION AND NATURE

8. INCREDIBLE BIODIVERSITY OF THE PENINSULA SANDSTONE FYNBOS AT BASKLOOF (PHOTOS ANDREW DE VILLIERS).

Baskloof is part of the geologically ancient Table Mountain group

alien trees. Scattered individual Port Jackson, Rooikrans and pine trees

sandstone systems of the Cape. Nearly all of the property is therefore

will always require ongoing follow‐up control, but the hardest work is

Peninsula Sandstone Fynbos, an ecosystem type uniquely adapted to the

done. The dense and expanding stands of exotics are gone. Fire is a natural

nutrient poor sand and rocky mountain terrain of the Cape Peninsula3.

part of fynbos ecosystems, but also requires management. Fire cycles too

The slopes and underlying fractured sandstone feed several small streams

short to allow long‐lived species to regenerate, or so long that fynbos

and wetland seeps on the property. Even within the rich and biologically

becomes senescent and loses species have been avoided. Professional

fascinating Cape Floral Region, the Peninsula is noted for its diversity and

local private contractors have provided firefighting services when

exceptional numbers of locally endemic plants, species that occur

required and firebreaks are in place and well maintained as is required by

nowhere beyond the immediate area.

law in all fire‐prone South African systems. Nearly all of the property
burned in an ecologically ideal late summer fire in 2016, ensuring

The current owners, Ivan and Danielle Harris, have not only kept Baskloof
undeveloped and natural. Since 1992 they have put immense resources

excellent regeneration and low fire risk for at least the next five or more
years.

and time into removing the greatest threat to local ecosystems: invasive

3

For more information on the unique fynbos habitats of the area, see the Wikipedia entry for the Cape Floristic Region https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cape_Floristic_Region

Baskloof is large enough to showcase the thousands of stories natural fynbos
has to tell, and provide complete solitude with private day trails and walks,
but not so large as to be an unaffordable conservation management burden.

The habitat type, condition and size means that the property is considered a
Critical Biodiversity Area, to be protected in a natural state 4 . Ideally, this
should be secured by legal commitments vested in title deeds and in‐
perpetuity management commitments, with the benefit of conservation tax
breaks and the potential for SANParks5 to provide some or all conservation
management at no cost, while still retaining private use and access.
9. CITY OF CAPE TOWN BIODIVERSITY NETWORK 2015 (MAP OF CRITICAL BIODIVERSITY AREAS).

4

City of Cape Town Biodiversity Network’s systematic conservation plan, 2015. Most of the property is Critical Biodiversity Area (CBA) type 1e crucial for ecological function,
with small areas of areas irreplaceable for habitat representation, CBA 1b. The existing developed footprints are not considered CBAs.
https://www.capetown.gov.za/en/EnvironmentalResourceManagement/functions/BiodivManagement/Pages/BiodiversityNetwork.aspx
5
South African National Parks have entered into various contractual conservation arrangements with private landowners to extend Table Mountain National Park.

DEVELOPMENT POTENTIAL
The exceptional combination of attributes of Baskloof are
ideally suited to upmarket, nature based lodge or lifestyle
options:
Spectacular views and scenery, multiple sites with true
sense of wilderness.
High conservation value with a thousand stories to tell.
Large enough to provide day trails and walks, and
complete privacy.
Proximity to a major centre and international tourism
entry point.
Close to sea, beaches, and the nature tourism
destinations of Cape Point and Boulder’s penguin
colony, with the city and nightlife less than an hour
away, via scenic Noordhoek, Chapmans Peak Drive,
Hout Bay and Camps Bay.
Easy access directly from tar road, prime sites within
500m of entrance.
Proximity to staff.

6

See Appendix

Very limited development of natural areas may be required for high end tourism
products, but these would need to be compact, located and designed from the
start with the guidance of an experienced specialist ecologist. Design sensitive to
sustainable principles and the ecological and visual nature of natural sites has
proven to be a highly successful eco‐tourism model. Apart from low environmental
impact reducing difficulty and risk of required environmental authorisation
processes 6 , sustainable design is a powerful selling point, garnering substantial
attention.

Baskloof is an important natural property in a particularly rich region.

Local and regional planning and policy 9 support the municipal zoning

Property use and development has to take this into account.

scheme in mapping out conservation as the main land‐use for Baskloof.

In terms of the municipal zoning7 for this property, a house and second
dwelling are permitted. In addition Consent Use at Baskloof allows for 5
additional dwellings, and/or appropriate tourism and hospitality
development8. Consent Uses in terms of the municipal by‐laws require
additional motivation but are considered appropriate and would likely be
approved by the City Planning Department.

This is entirely appropriate given the sensitive and important nature of
the property, and the undeveloped sense of place so important to the
local residents and the area’s tourism value. All planning for this area
restricts further urban sprawl. Any commercial residential proposal would
meet enormous resistance from locals during required public
participation engagements. In effect this means that rezoning (other than
to conservation or open space zoning) and commercial residential

In addition to municipal approval, any tourism or hospitality

development or subdivision are not appropriate or likely to be permitted,

development, or any clearing or building in natural vegetation would

particularly on new sites to take advantage of the views to the west and

require authorisation by the provincial Department of Environment in

south. Non‐commercial residential use by the owner/s, and appropriate

terms of national legislation. In effect this means that building a lodge,

and sensitively planned tourism development are compatible with the

bed and breakfast or other tourism accommodation anywhere on the

local environmental values and zoning, would be of social and economic

property, or any building at all outside the existing developed footprint

benefit and would almost certainly be supported by the community and

would require an EIA Basic Assessment process. See details of permitted

authorities.

uses in terms of Municipal By‐Law, and likely environmental authorisation
triggers in Appendix.

7

Development Management Scheme, City of Cape Town Municipal Planning By‐
Law, 2015
8
Combined floor area for all (up to 7) dwellings total must be less than 1,500m2
9
See for example the Spatial Development Framework maps at
http://www.capetown.gov.za/en/Planningportal/Pages/SDFmaps.aspx and

more detailed biodiversity guidelines in the Cape Town Biodiversity Network
information at http://bgis.sanbi.org/capetown/bionetwork.asp and
https://www.capetown.gov.za/en/EnvironmentalResourceManagement/functio
ns/BiodivManagement/Pages/BiodiversityNetwork.aspx

EXISTING INFRASTRUCTURE
Existing buildings on the property have been
sensitively located in a pre‐existing non‐
natural footprint of approximately 3 hectares.
The site has two cottages, a cathedral‐like
steel‐span meeting space, a large steel‐span
workshop, and several small outbuildings, all
powered by renewables. The area around the
buildings has been rehabilitated with local
plants and shade trees. A further 2.6ha
between this footprint and the road that was
historically cleared has been substantially
restored

to

natural

cover.

Any

new

infrastructure could be located within the
historically cleared footprints with minimal
negative environmental impact.
10. LOCATION OF THE 3 HECTARE FOOTPRINT ASSOCIATED WITH THE EXISTING INFRASTRUCTURE.
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11. THE CO‐EXISTENCE CENTRE IS A COMFORTABLE MEETING SPACE, AND A SHOWCASE FOR THE RENEWABLE ENERGY SYSTEMS THAT POWER ALL THE BUILDINGS ON THE PROPERTY.

12. THE LARGE IMPORTED DIUK‐ARCHES STEEL SPAN WORKSHOP PROVIDES A SECURE, GENEROUS WORK AND STORAGE AREA. THIS VIEW SHOWS APPROXIMATE ¼ OF THE SPACE.

APPENDIX: PLANNING AND ENVIRONMENTAL LEGISLATION AUTHORISATION REQUIREMENTS
CITY PLANNING BY‐LAWS

NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL LEGISLATION

Any new infrastructure must be approved by the Local Planning

As a result of its natural habitat, location outside the urban edge,

Department10. Baskloof is zoned Agricultural in terms of the Cape Town

and proximity to National Park, even options appropriate in terms of

City of Cape Town Municipal Planning By‐law, 2015 and authorisation is

planning and Primary, Additional and Consent Uses permitted by the

only certain for proposals compatible with the relevant Primary Uses and

city zoning can trigger additional requirement for assessment and

Additional Use Rights. Consent Uses require motivation, but are generally

authorisation by the Provincial Environmental Department12.

considered appropriate and highly likely to be approved on application11:

In effect, a Basic Assessment application process would almost

AGRICULTURAL ZONING (AG) PRIMARY USES: Agriculture, intensive horticulture,

certainly be required for development of natural areas of Baskloof

dwelling house, riding stables, environmental conservation use, environmental

that would cumulatively affect 300m2 or more of habitat. This

facilities, rooftop base telecommunication station and additional use rights

Impact Assessment requirement is triggered by the status of the

ADDITIONAL USE RIGHTS: Second dwelling and home occupation or bed and
breakfast establishment or home child care
CONSENT USES: Additional dwelling units, guest house, hotel, tourist
accommodation, tourist facilities, intensive animal farming, harvesting of natural

habitat as a threatened ecosystem. Authorisation is also required
even on non‐natural footprints for tourism development outside an
urban area and within 10km of a National Park.

resources, mine, utility service, freestanding base telecommunication station,

Any development or water use that impacts a stream or river in any

wind turbine infrastructure, aquaculture, animal care centre, farm shop and

way is also likely to trigger both NEMA EIA and Water Use Licence

agriculture industry.

authorisation requirements.

10

See current information at http://planning.capetown.gov.za
Province of the Western Cape: Provincial Gazette Extraordinary 7414 (http://www.capetown.gov.za/en/Planningportal/Documents/MPBL/prov‐gazette_Extra_7414.pdf)
12
Department of Environment and Development Planning (DEA&DP)
11

TABLE 1. LIST OF ACTIVITIES LIKELY TO BE RELEVANT TO REASONABLE DEVELOPMENT OPTIONS FOR BASKLOOF THAT WOULD REQUIRE ASSESSMENT AND AUTHORISATION IN TERMS OF ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT
REGULATIONS, 2014 LISTING NOTICE 3 OF 2014:
5. The development of resorts, lodges, hotels and tourism or hospitality facilities that sleep less than 15 people. (a) A protected area identified in terms of the NEMPAA13;
(b) Outside urban areas within 10 kilometres from national parks14 or world heritage sites or 5 kilometres from any other protected area identified in terms of NEMPAA or from
the core area of a biosphere reserve;
(h) In Western Cape:
i. Critical biodiversity areas as identified in systematic biodiversity plans adopted by the competent authority or in bioregional plans15;
ii. Outside urban areas, in:
(aa) Areas seawards of the development setback line or within 1 kilometre from the high‐water mark of the sea if no such development setback line is determined;
(bb) Areas on the watercourse side of the development setback line or within 100 metres from the edge of a watercourse where no such setback line has been determined; or (cc)
Areas on the estuary side of the development setback line or within an estuarine functional zone where no such setback line has been determined.

6. The development of resorts, lodges, hotels and tourism or hospitality facilities that sleeps 15 people or more. (f) In Western Cape:
i. All areas outside urban areas; or ii. Critical biodiversity areas as identified in systematic biodiversity plans adopted by the competent authority or in bioregional plans.
12. The clearance of an area of 300 square metres or more of indigenous vegetation except where such clearance of indigenous vegetation is required for maintenance purposes undertaken
in accordance with a maintenance management plan. (a) In Eastern Cape, Free State, Gauteng, Limpopo, North West and Western Cape provinces:
i. Within any critically endangered or endangered ecosystem listed in terms of section 52 of the NEMBA16 or prior to the publication of such a list, within an area that has been
identified as critically endangered in the National Spatial Biodiversity Assessment 2004;
ii. Within critical biodiversity areas identified in bioregional plans;
iii. Within the littoral active zone or 100 metres inland from high water mark of the sea or an estuarine functional zone, whichever distance is the greater, excluding where such removal will occur
behind the development setback line on erven in urban areas; or iv. On land, where, at the time of the coming into effect of this Notice or thereafter such land was zoned open space, conservation
or had an equivalent zoning.

27. The clearance of an area of 1 hectares or more, but less than 20 hectares17 of indigenous vegetation, except where such clearance of indigenous vegetation is required for‐ (i) the
undertaking of a linear activity; or (ii) maintenance purposes undertaken in accordance with a maintenance management plan.

13

Baskloof is a Private Nature Reserve in terms of the Western Cape Nature Conservation Ordinance No. 19 of 1974 (as amended). This is considered a Protected Area in terms of
the National Environmental Management Protected Areas Act (NEMPAA).
14
Baskloof (Farm 789) is outside the urban edge and within 10km of a National Park.
15
The City of Cape Town Biodiversity Network 2015 is recognised as a Bioregional Plan and identifies areas of Baskloof beyond the existing footprints as Critical Biodiversity Areas.
16
Peninsula Sandstone Fynbos (FFs 9) is currently formally listed as Endangered (criterion D1). This may be updated to Least Threatened in 2016/17.
17
Clearance of more than 20 hectares is addressed in Listing Notice 2 and triggers a more complex Scoping & Full EIA process.

Visit
www.baskloof.co.za
for more Baskloof Private Nature Reserve
history and background information.
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